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GENERALIZED CONVOLUTIONAL 
INTERLEAVER/DEINTERLEAVER 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This patent application is a continuation of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/325,525, ?led Dec. 19, 2002 noW 
issued as US. Pat. No. 6,697,975, Which is a continuation of 
US. patent application Ser. No. 09/430,456, ?led Oct. 29, 
1999, noW issued as US. Pat. No. 6,546,520, Which claims 
the bene?t of the ?ling date of US. Provisional Patent 
Application Ser. No. 60/106,482, ?led Oct. 30, 1998 and 
entitled EFFICIENT CONVOLUTIONAL INTERLEAV 
ERS/DEINTERLEAVERS, the entire contents of Which are 
hereby expressly incorporated by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The invention relates to an apparatus and method for 
convolutional interleaving/deinterleaving. 

2. Description of the Relevant Art 

Present digital communication channels are experiencing 
greatly increased demands, Which lead to errors in the data 
being transmitted in that channel. The error correcting codes 
in common use are very good at detecting and correcting 
isolated bit errors Which occur in a communication channel. 

HoWever, typical error correction and detection codes are 
insufficient in a channel Which is subject to burst-type errors, 
i.e., errors Which Will affect a large number of bits of data at 
a time. 

Convolutional interleaving and de-interleaving tech 
niques on either end of the channel transmission path are 
used to interleave the data stream, so that the effects of burst 
errors become distributed When the data stream is de 
interleaved, and do not overWhelm the error correcting and 
detecting codes. 

Abalance often must be maintained among considerations 
such as, for example, the physical amount of memory used 
to realiZe the interleaver/deinterleaver, the total amount of 
device “real estate” available to the device designer, the 
device performance, device ?exibility and dynamic re-pro 
grammability, and the simplicity of the device design and 
implementation. In applications Where the importance of 
spatial ef?ciency is less important, the interleaver/deinter 
leaver can be implemented using an arbitrary number of 
memory cells, provided the requisite device performance 
characteristics are met. Often, interleavers/deinterleavers are 
realiZed using distinct designs and implementations, Which 
can not be recon?gured dynamically to satisfy, for example, 
the demands of a different environment requiring the use of 
a different type of interleaver/deinterleaver. 

The tension of this balance is most prominent in single 
chip signal processing device implementations, Where spa 
tial ef?ciency can become a crucial consideration. There is 
a need for ef?cient implementations of certain types of 
interleavers/deinterleavers, including, for example, a Ram 
sey Type II device, Which to date have not been demon 
strated. Furthermore, there is a need for an interleaver/ 
deinterleaver that can be dynamically recon?gurable among 
the different types of devices, for example, Ramsey I, 
Ramsey II, Ramsey III, and Ramsey IV. 
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2 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention provides a memory-e?icient convolutional 
interleaver/deinterleaver Which includes a memory array, a 
Write commutator, and a read commutator; Wherein the 
commutators perform their respective Write and read opera 
tions relative to a preselected memory cell after a predeter 
mined delay. The delay is chosen using a technique, such as 
a modulo-based technique, such that an efficient implemen 
tation of a Ramsey Type-II interleaver, and a Ramsey 
Type-III is realiZed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an exemplary illustration of an embodiment of 
the present invention, in the form of a Ramsey Type-II 
interleaver. 

FIG. 2 is an exemplary illustration of an embodiment of 
the present invention, in the form of a Ramsey Type-III 
interleaver 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

Although convolutional interleavers/deinterleavers are 
Well knoWn in the art, the design of memory-efficient 
devices approaching the theoretical minimum number of 
memory locations has been elusive, particularly interleavers/ 
deinterleavers of the Ramsey II-type. The invention herein 
provides a generaliZed memory-efficient interleaver/deinter 
leaver that can be recon?gured to selectively operate as 
distinct devices, such as a Ramsey I-, Ramsey 11-, Ramsey, 
III-, or Ramsey IV-type interleaver/deinterleaver. The imple 
mentation of the Ramsey-II type of device according to the 
present invention is substantially ef?cient, to the extent 
Where such a design can approach a theoretical minimum 
number of memory cells. 

The concept of convolutional interleaving Was ?rst intro 
duced by J. L. Ramsey and G. D. Fomey in around 1970. 
See, for example, J. L. Ramsey “Realization of Optimum 
Interleavers” IEEE Information Theory, Vol. IT-16, Number 
3, May 1970, pp. 3384345; and G. D. Fomey, “Burst 
Correcting Codes for the Classic Bursty Channel,” IEEE 
Trans. Communication Technology, Vol. COM-19, October 
1971, pp. 7724781. When convolutional interleaving is 
used, the total memory requirements can theoretically be 
reduced to approximately N*d. The reduction in memory 
results in a memory requirement Which is one-fourth the 
requirement of block interleaving. At the same time, the 
overall latency is reduced by up to approximately the same 
level (i.e., N*d). This is approximately half of the total 
latency of a block interleaver. 
The implementations of convolutional interleaving 

described by Ramsey and Fomey as Well as others are 
capable of achieving the reduction of required memory by 
up to a factor of 4 through the use of 2*N separate delay 
lines. Each of the delay lines can be implemented by a RAM 
With its oWn address. HoWever, When the number of symbols 
in a block of data N is relatively large, a correspondingly 
large number of separate RAMs are required in order to 
implement the interleaver. In order to improve the ef?ciency 
of the system, it Would be desirable to consolidate these 
memories into a relatively small number of RAMs. 
US. Pat. No. 4,559,625, entitled “Interleavers for Digital 

Communications,” issued Dec. 17, 1985 to E. R. Berlekamp, 
et al. describes an interleaving system that requires only one 
RAM for the interleaver and one additional RAM for the 
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deinterleaver. However, in the described implementation, 
Which is referred to as “helical” interleaving, the interleav 
ing depth d is restricted to a value that is one greater or one 
less than the number of symbols in a block of data N. That 
is, DINil. Although the “helical” interleaver disclosed by 
Berlekamp, et al. Works Well in some applications, it is 
limited in that it cannot be used in applications Which require 
different relationships betWeen the interleaving depth and 
the number of symbols in a block of data. 
More recently, I. T. Aslanis, et al. described a convolu 

tional interleaving system that permits an arbitrary inter 
leaving depth d Wherein the only restriction on the inter 
leaving depth d is that it must be co-primed With the number 
of symbols in a block of data N. The described system uses 
a single RAM implementation With a total memory require 
ment equivalent to 2*N*d. See generally, Aslanis et al. “An 
ADSL Proposal for Selectable Forward Error Correction 
With Convolutional Interleaving”, TIEI.4/924180, Aug. 20, 
1992. It should be appreciated that although this system 
requires just half of the memory required by the block 
interleaver, it still requires an amount of memory Which is 
approximately tWice as high as the theoretical minimum. 

Also, U.S. Pat. No. 5,764,649, entitled, “Ef?cient Address 
Generation For Convolutional Interleaving Using A Mini 
mal Amount Of Memory,” issued Jun. 9, 1998 to Po Tong, 
describes an addressing scheme Which uses a more reduced 
amount of memory in the interleaving and deinterleaving 
process, thereby achieving a signi?cant savings in memory 
requirements. HoWever, to realize this savings, a rather 
involved addressing scheme is required Which involves 
generating several arrays Which characterize the delays 
relating to each symbol, as Well as the addresses for both the 
interleaver and the deinterleaver. 

Each of the above described references is incorporated 
herein in its respective entirety. 

The present invention provides a generalized, memory 
ef?cient, convolutional interleaver/deinterleaver, the con 
?guration of Which can be dynamically selectable. For the 
purposes of clarity, and due to the duality betWeen an 
interleaver and a deinterleaver, an interleaver/deinterleaver 
Will be called an interleaver, as Will be understood by skilled 
artisans. Also knoWn to skilled artisans, a Ramsey Type-I 
interleaver is the dual of a Ramsey Type-II interleaver, and 
a Ramsey Type-III interleaver is the dual of a Ramsey 
Type-IV interleaver. Therefore, a Ramsey Type-I interleaver 
can be used as a deinterleaver When used in conjunction With 
a Ramsey Type-II interleaver. 

In its most general form, an interleaver includes an array 
of memory cells, a Write commutator and a read commuta 
tor. It is desirable for each of the commutators to have their 
positions relative to the previous position in memory cells 
updated, according to a preselected technique, at least one of 
Which being a modulo-based technique. Where only one 
technique is a modulo-based, the other preselected technique 
can include updating the respective commutator by an offset 
of one or more positions, relative to the previous position in 
the memory cells. 

FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a Ramsey 
Type II interleaver/deinterleaver. As shoWn in FIG. 1, the 
present invention comprehends an interleaver 1, and a 
deinterleaver 2, that convey information through a data 
channel 3. Each of interleavers 1, 2 are shaped approxi 
mately like a triangular memory array. Interleaver 1 includes 
Write commutator 4, read commutator 5, and plural roWs 16, 
17 of memory array 9. In general, each interleaver and 
deinterleaver have one Write commutator and one read 
commutator. Interleaver 1 also includes roW position pointer 
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4 
11; it is desirable for each roW 16, 17 in memory array 9 to 
have a roW position pointer associated thereWith. Deinter 
leaver 2 includes Write commutator 6, read commutator 7, 
plural roWs 18 of memory array 8, and roW position pointer 
13. 

In the invention herein, memory locations can be refer 
enced by roW and roW position. Typically, the roW position 
is selected by the read/Write commutator; and the position 
Within a given roW is selected by the roW position pointer. 

In this example, commutators 4, 6 are Write commutators, 
and commutators 5, 7 are read commutators. For the pur 
poses of clarity, the folloWing exemplary process Will be 
described from the perspective of interleaver 1; based on this 
information, a skilled practitioner can readily extend the 
process to deinterleaver 2. It is desirable, but not necessary, 
that commutators 4, 5 be initialized to the top roW of the 
memory array. A symbol Sl can be Written at a ?rst time to 
a ?rst roW 16 pointed to by Write commutator 4. Also, 
symbol S2 can be read at a second time, from second roW 17 
Which is pointed to by read commutator 5. At this point, both 
pointers can be updated according to at least one predeter 
mined update technique. It is desirable that read commutator 
5 (and Write commutator 6) be updated using a predeter 
mined modulo technique. It is most desirable that a com 
mutator “Wraps” back on the array in an appropriate manner 
When the end of an array is reached. 

Commutator updates can be made using many schemes, 
one being: 

CommutatorPosi+l:(CommutatorPosi+H) mod N 

Where: roWs are labeled 0§R<N; 
N is the total number of roWs; and H can be either 1 or K, 

Where K is computed by solving the equation: 

KDIHOdNE 1 

Where D is an interleave depth. 
It Will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the 

difference betWeen the second time and ?rst time is repre 
sentative of a predetermined delay that, in turn represents a 
preselected number of symbols 8,. Each roW 16, 17 of 
memory array 9 can have a roW position pointer 11 associ 
ated thereWith, by Which, the memory location for symbol Bl 
can be selected for a respective read or Write operation. 
Initial access to roW 16 can be performed to an arbitrary 
position Within roW 16. It also is desirable that a read 
operation update roW position pointer 11. 
RoW position pointer 11 of a given roW 16, 17 can be 

updated in conjunction With a read operation or a Write 
operation. It is desirable to update roW position pointer 11 in 
conjunction With a Write operation When interleaving, and 
With a read operation When deinterleaving. Typically, read 
and Write operations occur in pairs, With a read-after-Write 
sequence being desirable. In such a case, roW position 
pointer 11 can be post-incremented if it is updated in 
conjunction With a Write operation, and pre-incremented if it 
is updated in conjunction With a read operation, With the 
reverse becoming a desirable sequence if the read operation 
precedes the Write operation. 
The roW position increment operation can include any 

method of successively pointing to individual memory loca 
tions in a given roW 16, 17. One such method can include: 

ROWPOSi+l:(ROWPOSl-+L) mod RoWSize 

Where L is an integer such that: 

gcd(L, RoWsize):1 
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Other patterns and schemes may be used as Well, for 
example, any such method Which selects the elements in a 
given roW, in any order. It is desirable that, once all elements 
have been selected, the selection sequence repeats. 

Prior to a read operation roW position pointer 11 is 
incremented using a preselected technique, such as, for 
example, a modulo technique, With the last position of a 
given roW incrementing back to the ?rst location of a roW. 
The read operation is then performed from the location 
indicated by roW position pointer 11. Where a Write opera 
tion is used for updating, roW position pointer 11 can be 
updated using a preselected modulo technique. In general, 
the modulo technique according to the present invention 
comprehends moving the appropriate commutator by a 
{modulo(number of roWs)} displacement. 

In the case of interleaver 1, Write commutator 4 can be 
incremented by a ?xed amount, or offset, for example, one 
position, after each Write operation. When the last roW of 
array 9 is reached, the commutator position Wraps back 
around to the starting roW of array 9 such that the entire 
cycle is repeated. Currently, it is desirable for read commu 
tator 5 to be updated by K positions after each read opera 
tion. After successive read/Write operations, the last roW of 
the array is passed, and the position of read commutator 5 is 
updated by K roWs. Using the desired interleaver block 
length N and interleave depth D, and interleave increment 
offset K can be computed by solving the equation: 

KD mod NEl 

Where memory array 9 consists of N roWs of memory 
cells, and the index, R, of a logical sequential arrangement 
of the memory cells satis?es: 

starting With the top roW, the siZe of each roW in the logical 
arrangement can be given by: 

Where is the ?oor operator. 
Similarly, the siZe of each roW of the deinterleaver array 

can be given by: 

As a result, the total number of memory locations, M, 
required to implement either the interleaver or the deinter 
leaver can be determined by: 

M 
2 

Where N and D are arbitrarily selectable parameters, as long 
as 

The operation of deinterleaver 2 is logically similar to that 
of interleaver 1 in that Write commutator 6 of deinterleaver 
2 performs Write operations on memory array 8 using an 
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6 
increment offset K for the repositioning of commutator 6, in 
the manner that read commutator 5 of interleaver 1 performs 
read operations on memory array 9 using the offset K for the 
repositioning of commutator 6. 

In the case Where roWs are sequentially indexed, it is 
apparent that the length of the roWs so con?gured either 
remains the same or increases, as a result of the ?oor 
operation function. Similarly, the length of the roWs in 
deinterleaver 2 Will remain the same or increase. There is no 
requirement that the logical con?guration of the memory 
correspond With the physical con?guration, so that it is 
possible to substitute one roW for another roW. HoWever, it 
is desirable that the interchanged roWs be of the same length. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a Ramsey Type-III interleaver 115 and 
a Ramsey Type-IV device 116 as the corresponding de 
interleaver. As With devices 1, 2, devices 115, 116 respec 
tively employ Write commutators 117, 120; read commuta 
tors 119, 122; and roW position pointers 124, 125 to perform 
interleaving and deinterleaving in respective memory arrays 
118, 121. Similar to the number of roWs, N, in FIG. 1, 
devices 115, 116 are designed to use I roWs ofmemory cells. 
As With interleavers 1, 2, the operation of commutators 119, 
120, and perhaps, roW position pointers 124, 125, can 
employ a selected modulo-based technique. It is most desir 
able that each of the commutators 117 and 122, and 119 and 
120, and the roW position pointers, 124, 125, be synchro 
niZed. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A convolutional interleaving system comprising: 
a memory array having a plurality of array cells, M, With 

selected array cells storing symbols therein, the 
memory array having a memory block length, N, and 
an interleave depth, D; 

a Write commutator operably connected With the memory 
array for Writing a symbol to a preselected memory cell 
at a ?rst time; and 

a read commutator operably connected With the memory 
array for reading the Written symbol from the prese 
lected memory cell at a second time, Wherein a differ 
ence betWeen the second time and the ?rst time is a 
predetermined delay, the predetermined delay being 
related to a desired structure of the memory array, 

Wherein the memory array includes a plurality of inter 
leaver array roWs, the plurality of interleaver array roWs 
including a selected roW, Ri, having a roW length, S, 
determined by: 

and 
Wherein i is the number of the roW, 
Wherein M is determined by: 

2 

and 
Wherein gcd(N,D):l. 
2. The convolutional interleaving system of claim 1, 

Wherein one of the read commutator and the Write commu 
tator changes position using a predetermined modulo tech 
mque. 
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3. The convolutional interleaving system of claim 2, 
Wherein the predetermined modulo technique comprises 
incrementing the position of the one of the read commutator 
and the Write commutator by K roWs, Wherein K>l. 

4. The convolutional interleaving system of claim 2, 
Wherein the predetermined modulo technique comprises 
incrementing the position of the one of the read commutator 
and the Write commutator by K roWs, Wherein K satis?es: 

KDmodNEl. 

5. The convolutional interleaving system of claim 1, 
Wherein one of the read commutator and the Write commu 
tator changes position using a predetermined modulo tech 
nique, the predetermined modulo technique incrementing 
the position of the one of the read commutator and the Write 
commutator by K roWs, Wherein K>l and K satis?es: 

KDmodNEl. 

6. The convolutional interleaving system of claim 5, 
Wherein the predetermined modulo technique comprises 
incrementing the position of the other of the read commu 
tator and the Write commutator by one cell. 

7. The convolutional interleaving system of claim 1, 
further comprising a roW position pointer for selecting a 
memory cell Within a selected one of the plural array roWs. 

8. The convolutional interleaving system of claim 1, 
Wherein the memory array further includes a plurality of 
deinterleaver array roWs, the plurality of deinterleaver array 
roWs including a selected roW, Rd, having a roW length, U, 
determined by: 

20 

25 

Wherein d is the number of the roW. 

9. The convolutional interleaving system of claim 1, 
Wherein the predetermined delay is selectable among: 

a. (D-l) (i mod N) symbols, Wherein gcd(N,D):l; 
b. (N) (i mod D) symbols, Wherein DIN; 
c. (D-l) ((N-i-l) mod N) symbols, Wherein gcd(N,D):l; 

and 

d. (N) ((D-i-l) mod D) symbols, Wherein DIN. 
10. The convolutional interleaving system of claim 1, 

Wherein the commutator position of one of the read com 
mutator and the Write commutator increments prior to a read 
operation. 

11. The convolutional interleaving system of claim 1, 
Wherein the commutator position of one of the read com 
mutator and the Write commutator increments after a Write 
operation. 

12. The convolutional interleaving system of claim 1, 
Wherein one of the read commutator and the Write commu 
tator changes position using a predetermined ?nite differ 
ence equation technique. 


